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For an Iron Golem and his pig, friendship was just the beginning of a whole new world.After saving

their village from the wrath of the wolves, our exalted heroes, Bernard and Jon, take off once more

on an epic quest. Tasked with exploring distant lands as part of a recon team in search of intelligent

life, the Iron Golem and his pig set off for parts unknown. While exploring strange new worlds and

fending off new dangers, these two unlikely friends discover the journey of a lifetime.Come along

once more with your two favorite heroes as they uncover the mysteries of uncharted worlds. Are you

brave enough to step outside your comfort zone? Are they? Will Bernard and Jon be able to keep

the peace in an unfamiliar setting? Will they have the courage to tackle such a daunting task?Find

out what lies ahead on the unbeaten path in this second installment in the series of: Diary of a Iron

Golem & His Pig! Grab a copy today and join the adventure!
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The unique team of Jon the pig and Bernard the Iron Golem are back together on their first mission

as Explorers, those who set out to promote peace amongst all of the people. Once again my young

readers were drawn into the excitement of the Minecraft setting and the well written plot. It is tense

when they seem to find themselves in the middle of a creeper-zombie war, and Jon and Bernard

have to try unusual tactics to help save a village. Parents will like the message of listening and

thinking while young readers and Minecraft fans will love the action and adventure that author

Christopher Craft delivers every time. It looks like there are more missions to come, and we are

looking forward to it.

As a retired teacher and grandparent, it is important to me that children enjoy reading. My

granddaughter enjoys the Minecraft books by Christopher Craft and we have been waiting for this

one to be released. My granddaughter gives it a thumbs up for a great story. Jon the pig and

Bernard the Iron Golem are back together in this story and they end up having to figure out a way to

save a village in this fast paced and fun read.I also am giving this book a thumbs up as when I see a

child engrossed in a book and eager for the next book to be released, I know we have found a

winner.So with this being said - two thumbs up. Great read - surprise your child or grandchild with

this book, I think you'll make their day.

I bought this book for my brother who loves playing the game Minecraft. He is not really into reading

so I purchased him these books to really get him interested in reading. He tells me he really enjoys

these types of books and that he wants to read more. As a big brother I felt proud of him taken and

interest to reading and I hope it branches off in his later life. I highly recommend this book to

children that love Minecraft as they will be interested in the book.

Really happy with the way this story continued. Jon and Bernard go searching and adventuring

looking for intelligent life and creatures. Golems have always been one of my favorite mythical

creatures so when I saw that there was a sequel to the first book in this series I had to check it out.

So far Chris Craft has never disappointed me. I am a big Minecraft fan and have been playing video

games since I was a youngster.

An another adventure with Jon and Bernard. Another book that my 7yr son enjoyed. He is a huge

Minecraft gamer for his young age, but we are working on getting his reading level up. These kinds

of books make him want to learn how to read better and get up to the reading level and even higher



than he is supposed to be. Thank you Mr. Craft for yet another step to helping my son want to better

himself!

It was a really good sequel. I definitely want more. Read it if you're a fan of Minecraft or just stories.

It seems like its a setup for more to come, and I hope that's the case.

An fun and whimsical story for young readers. Christopher Craft weaves an entertaining tale with

engaging characters in a unique and colorful setting.
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